
Our Adventures on Feldberg 
 
In a wonderful week in July, we all went to the train station and had to wait a 
few minutes for the train. Then we must say goodbye to our mums, dads, 
brothers and sisters, we all felt a little bit sad, but we all know we will have a 
good time on the Feldberg. The time runs and soon we were in lake Titisee. 
Then after a break, we went to our last stop “the bus “. Soon we all were in the 
hotel. Finally, we were there. It was a big hotel, there was many rooms for girls 
and boys! We carried our bags in our rooms and look at our new home. I had a 
room with Fiona and Anna-Christina. The room was small but nice too! There 
was a room to eat and to play and a garden. At the evening we all had to go to 
bed. 
 
The next days we did things like find insects ( I find one of the biggest in the 
class), finding places who were choosed from our teachers, play games, have 
some calls from our parents, eat yummy food and have fun to have a Junior 
Ranger Introduction. In the Junior Ranger Introduction we did learn what a 
Ranger had to do, how to be friendly to the nature and they show us a plant 
that can eat insects. Also they show us a picture of a rare plant that lives in the 
sea. 
 
The best of the trip was the walk on the high mountain Feldberg. At the 
beginning we met a monument called Bismarckdenkmal. Bismarck was a 
german politician. After that we went to the broadcast tower Feldbergturm. It 
was big and it looked like a lighthouse. Next we walked a little bit to a place, 
where we took a rest. Later we had to decide between an easy or a difficult 
route. I went on the difficult, first I was slow but a few minutes later I run fast 
the downhill down. That was really funny. Then we had an small break. We ate 
some food, some guys bought ice cream. After that the other group finally 
arrived. We walked together to our last stop: the lake Feldsee. Here happened 
something funny: Marit gave some bread to the fish. And many of them came 
very quickly. It was cool. The day was very special. I will never forget it. 
 
At the last day we packed our bags and pulled the beds off. We carried our 
bags to the bus station. Finally we got into the bus and said good bye to the 
Feldberg. After that we had to change to the train. At the end of the train 
journey we arrived in Rottenburg. Our families were waiting for us. The class 
trip was over. We went home with a lot of experiences and good memories. 

 

 


